High School

Online + Blended Learning Solutions for Students in Grades 9–12
Rigorous Solutions that Ensure Students are College and Career Ready

The path to graduation does not look the same for every high school student. That’s why Edgenuity’s online solutions can help students close learning gaps, recover credits, and meet graduation requirements. Our courses can also help advanced students explore career interests, earn dual credits, and pursue Advanced Placement® options.

Regardless of the path students take, Edgenuity can help to engage and motivate students, as they prepare for future success.

Online Curriculum

Provide opportunities for initial credit or credit recovery.

Edgenuity Courseware™ for ELA, math, science, social studies, world languages, Advanced Placement, CTE, and electives are designed to help students meet the rigor of Common Core and state standards and ensure subject-area mastery.

- **DIRECT INSTRUCTION VIDEOS:** Expert on-screen teachers provide instruction, model strategic thinking, and make real-world connections.

- **INTERACTIVE TASKS AND ASSIGNMENTS:** Students read, write, explore, create, practice, predict, and more in order to develop analytical and critical-thinking skills.

- **FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS:** A variety of assessments test for mastery and provide immediate, actionable feedback for students and teachers.

- **INTERACTIVE LEARNING TOOLS:** A full suite of learning tools and scaffolds, including read aloud and text translation, help students access content, organize information, and complete assignments.
Dual Credit

Accelerate learning and achievement.

Edgenuity’s dual credit courses by Sophia allow students to earn high school and college credit, challenge themselves academically, and prove to universities that they can perform college-level work.

- **ENGAGING COURSES:** Courses are self-paced, with instructional videos that feature multiple teachers and teaching styles.
- **REAL-TIME DATA:** Progress reports and course data are readily accessible, so students can monitor their own progress and achievement.
- **FLEXIBLE IMPLEMENTATION MODEL:** Use your school’s staff or have Edgenuity’s virtual instructors serve as the teacher of record. Regardless of your model, students can connect with learning coaches via e-mail, phone, and chat for additional instructional support.

“"I wanted to take college courses during high school so I would have a few under my belt before college. I’m glad I did. It was one of my favorite classes in high school.”

GABRIELLE B. | Student
Targeted Intervention

Help students catch up, keep up, or get ahead.

MyPath™ is an online intervention program that offers data-driven differentiated instruction for math and reading. Age-appropriate instruction spans skills in grades 3–11 so high school students can close learning gaps, even at the foundational level.

- **ASSESS STUDENTS:** A placement exam determines the best instructional path for each student. Or, schools can import scores from NWEA™ MAP® Growth™, Renaissance Star 360®, and Scantron® Performance Series® assessments to develop recommendations based on data you already have.

- **PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION:** Based on the assessment data, the system automatically recommends an Individualized Learning Path that focuses on the skills and concepts each student is ready to learn.

- **MONITOR PROGRESS:** Detailed and dynamic reports provide educators with the tools to identify topics that are challenging for students and create flexible groups for reteaching.
Test Preparation

Ensure every student can be successful on state and national exams.

Edgenuity Virtual Tutors courses offer comprehensive preparation for end-of-course and exit exams, as well as the SAT®, ACT®, PSAT®, GED®, HiSET®, and TASC®.

- **UPFRONT DIAGNOSTIC:** Pretests assess students’ strengths and weaknesses, creating an individualized content review program. Students only receive instruction and practice on skills they have yet to master.

- **DIRECT INSTRUCTION:** Virtual Tutors provide more than just practice. Expert, on-screen teachers guide students through the content, modeling strategic thinking, problem solving, and more.

- **FREQUENT ASSESSMENTS:** Students receive data to help monitor their own understanding and stay on track. Teachers also receive ongoing data to monitor students’ progress and performance.

Student Athletes

Ensure your student athletes are college ready.

Edgenuity’s curriculum and instructional model have been approved for online instruction by the NCAA. Edgenuity Instructional Services provides courses directly to student athletes using our own highly qualified, state-certified virtual instructors. Edgenuity’s teachers provide synchronous instruction via chat, phone, and web meetings. They also provide written feedback on students’ work, reteach concepts, and communicate regularly with school staff and parents. *Edgenuity’s approved curriculum can be used with district teachers; your school or district must contact the NCAA Eligibility Center to submit a Non-Traditional Course Questionnaire to describe your implementation model.*
Support for All Students

Embedded supports and scaffolds ensure that all students, including English language learners and students with special needs, meet the challenges of the standards.

**TOOLBAR**
A robust toolbar provides highlighting, text annotation, read aloud, and lesson-specific tools.

**TRANSLATIONS**
Students can translate on-screen text into their home language.

**GLOSSARY + TRANSCRIPT**
Students can access a lesson glossary and a complete lesson transcript.

**VIDEO**
Students can pause and rewind any video to hear challenging concepts explained again.

**CAPTIONS**
Students can view simultaneous captions for all lessons.

**DIGITAL NOTEBOOK**
Students can take notes as they learn, encouraging active learning and providing a record teachers can review in real time.
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